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Executive Summary 
The Blyth Estuary Group considers that the Environment Agency’s current strategy for the Blyth 
Estuary is based on inadequate scientific evidence and on a flawed interpretation of that 
evidence.  The Group further considers that the implication of this is that the current strategy is 
in itself the wrong strategy for the Blyth and that, if it was implemented, it would have serious 
adverse environmental, social and economic impacts that ought to be avoided. 

The selection of the currently preferred option has been based, in part, on the assumption of 
progressively increasing stresses on the existing defences, associated with a postulated 63% 
increase in tidal prism which, itself, is based on the assumption of little or no intertidal 
sedimentation within the Blyth Estuary. 

The review and analysis of available scientific evidence within this report has demonstrated that 
this is a seriously flawed assumption; that the tidal prism is likely to be decreasing rather than 
increasing; and that the justification for rejecting the “Hold the Line” option is therefore 
unsound. 

Excessive reliance has been placed, hitherto, on a one-month indirect assessment of suspended 
sediment fluxes, whilst other evidence has been overlooked.  Independent core sampling of the 
active mudflats by a member of the Blyth Estuary Group has provided clear evidence that 
substantial net deposition (in excess of sea level rise) has taken place in these areas since the 
old reclamations were breached in the early to middle part of the last century.  This is 
corroborated by other sources of information, including both long and short term 
geomorphological evidence, direct measurements of short term elevation changes on the 
mudflats, and long term historical analysis of both absolute and relative elevations. 

The inescapable conclusion is that there is no justification for assuming that the tidal prism will 
increase in future years, thereby increasing the stresses on existing defences.  Rather, there is 
good evidence to suggest that it will reduce (providing, that is, there are no further breaches or 
realignments of those defences). 

We therefore strongly recommend that the case for ‘Holding the Line’ is re-examined by the 
Environment Agency in the light of the evidence presented in this report.  In doing so, we 
recommend that new independent evidence is obtained in order to quantify more robustly the 
rates of sedimentation that are taking place, and that the results, together with the evidence 
presented here, are fed into a revised assessment of future estuary evolution and tidal prism 
changes under each of the scenarios being considered. 

Whether or not that additional work is carried out to provide a more definitive picture, we 
consider that the evidence presented in this report alone is at least sufficient to say that the 
Hold the Line option is not so clear cut as was previously considered.  We therefore 
recommend that the Agency should look more closely at the relative costs and benefits of that 
option, and that this process should include detailed consideration of alternative and potentially 
more “sustainable” methods of construction and maintenance.  

Whilst all of this is being considered, we would highlight the importance and urgency of 
undertaking immediate repair and maintenance work to the existing defences on Tinkers and 
Reydon Marshes which, if either were breached, would have serious adverse consequences.  As 
well as the threat to the internationally protected freshwater marsh habitat (in the case of 
Tinkers Marsh), the potential sudden increase in tidal prism that would result from the regular 
inundation of either of these marshes would undoubtedly lead to increased erosion 
downstream, which may threaten the economic viability of Southwold Harbour and its 
associated moorings and businesses. 

It is these economic and social as well as environmental consequences, whether caused 
deliberately as part of the preferred strategy or inadvertently, through inaction, which need to 
be (and can be) avoided. 
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1. Introduction and Terms of Reference 
1.1 In September 2006, Cuesta Consulting Limited was formally appointed by the Blyth 

Estuary Group (BEG)1 to provide independent scientific advice regarding their 
concerns about the Blyth Estuary Strategy, as proposed by the Environment Agency, 
and to produce a position paper, on their behalf, for consideration by the Agency as 
part of its ongoing consultation process, before the preferred option is finalised. 

1.2 The BEG considers that the current strategy is based on inadequate scientific evidence 
and on a flawed interpretation of that evidence.  The Group further considers that the 
implication of this is that the current strategy is in itself the wrong strategy for the Blyth 
and that, if it was implemented, it would have serious adverse environmental, social 
and economic impacts that ought to be avoided.   

1.3 On 10th May 2007, Dr. David Collins and Mr. Nigel Pask of the Environment Agency 
attended a meeting with Richard Steward and Sue Allen of the BEG and with the 
author of this report, Dr. Alan Thompson, in order to discuss the evidence base for this 
challenge.  This report has been produced, on behalf of the BEG, in response to the 
invitation by David Collins at that meeting to produce a Position Paper, setting out the 
scientific basis for the Group’s challenge.   

                                                 
1 Representing Southwold, Walberswick, Reydon, Blythburgh, Wenhaston and Waveney District Council. 
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2. The Current Strategy and its Justification 
2.1 The Environment Agency’s preferred option strategy is understood to be currently 

under review.  The last notified details of the strategy, however, are those set out in the 
Agency’s consultation document published in September 20052.   

2.2 The essential features of the strategy to which the BEG’s concerns relate are to the 
managed realignment of the existing defences to Tinkers Marsh and Robinson’s Marsh, 
on the South side of the Estuary.  It is understood that this is proposed to take the form 
of ‘no active intervention’ (i.e. no maintenance) of these defences in the short term, 
coupled with deliberate breaching of the defences in the medium term (20 years). The 
latter would take place only once a replacement habitat has been established 
elsewhere, to compensate for the loss of the European designated freshwater marsh 
habitat on Tinkers Marsh. 

2.3 The Agency’s reasoning for proposing to adopt this approach, as illustrated in Figure 2 
of the consultation document, is because of the “unsustainable flood embankments” on 
Tinkers Marsh.  The document points out that these defences (and those on Reydon 
Marsh) are in a “poor condition and under extreme stress”.  The BEG agrees that the 
condition of these defences is poor, but they dispute the contention that they are (or 
will become) under ‘extreme stress’.  No explanation or justification for that phrase is 
given in the consultation document, but clarification can be found in two other 
sources: 

2.4 Firstly, in a letter to John Gummer MP, dated 29th November 2005, the Environment 
Agency’s Area Manager – Eastern, Mr. Bill Forbes, provided a detailed explanation 
why the ‘Hold the Line’ option had been discarded as being ‘unsustainable’.  He 
explained that the defences were being eroded, that the river was trying to widen to 
accommodate the flows (implying that the flows are already increasing), and that “sea 
level rise will increase these flows, hence accelerating erosion”.  Mr Forbes makes 
other references in his letter to increasing erosion and states very clearly that: 

“We discarded ‘Hold the Line’ as an option for technical reasons, not due to 
budgetary constraints, because the increased tidal velocities would require very 

extensive heavy duty piling to control the effects of erosion”. 

2.5 This provides the clearest possible demonstration that the proposed strategy was 
predicated on an assumption of an increasing ‘tidal prism’: Sea level rise alone would 
not result in increased tidal currents or increased bank erosion within the estuary; this 
would only happen if the tidal prism were to increase.  That, in turn would only 
happen if the predicted sea level rise were not accompanied by a comparable increase 
in elevation of the inter-tidal mudflat surfaces as a result of ongoing sediment 
deposition.  We conclude from this that the proposed strategy is critically dependent 
on the assumption of either limited or no inter-tidal sedimentation. 

2.6 Quantification of the assumed increase in tidal prism was given in a PowerPoint 
presentation to the BEG in June 2006, by the Environment Agency’s consultants, Black 
& Veatch3.  A copy of that presentation is reproduced, for ease of reference, at 
Appendix A.  Slide 16, entitled “Regime Theory” (on page 3 of the Appendix), sets out 
the tidal prism calculations.  This indicates that for the whole of the estuary, with the 
existing defences in place, a sea level rise (SLR) of 0.6m4 would generate a 63% 

                                                 
2 Blyth Estuary Strategy: Preferred Option Consultation, September 2005.  Environment Agency, Peterborough. 
3 Presentation on the Suffolk Estuarine Strategies to the Blyth Estuary Group Meeting, 26th June 2006.  Black & Veatch Ltd. 
4 This being the sea level rise that would be achieved by the year 2100 based on the rate of 6mm per year prescribed for design 
purposes on the East Anglian coast by Defra. 
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increase in tidal prism5.  Once again, however, this calculation takes no account of the 
possibility of sedimentation within the estuary which, as this paper will show, seems 
likely to be capable of at least keeping pace with sea level rise, as it has done in the 
past, thereby ensuring that the tidal prism will not increase, and may even reduce, over 
time. 

2.7 Later slides within the Black & Veatch presentation refer to the hydrodynamic 
modelling carried out by them to predict the future changes in geomorphological 
evolution of the estuary as a consequence of the prescribed 0.6m rise in sea level.  The 
slides explain that the model was checked, calibrated and peer-reviewed by a variety 
of experts.  It nevertheless had one fundamental flaw that is absolutely critical to the 
selection of a preferred option: it failed to incorporate realistic assumptions regarding 
sedimentation within the estuary6.  On the basis of the model’s predictions, Black & 
Veatch concluded that the existing defences on Tinkers Marsh were “unsustainable” 
and “must be breached”.  If the model is flawed, however, then so are these 
conclusions. 

2.8 It can be seen from all of this, that the proposed Strategy is predicated on the 
directly related assumptions of an increasing tidal prism and little or no intertidal 
sedimentation, both of which are contradicted by the evidence presented in this 
report. 

                                                 
5 As an aside, it is worth noting that such an increase, if it happened, would occur gradually over a long period of time: anything 
from 100 to 300 years, depending on the rate of sea level rise that is assumed (see main text for further discussion). 
6 The fact that little or no sedimentation was allowed for is not specifically stated in the PowerPoint slides, and the Black & Veatch 
modelling report has not been made available for inspection for reasons of commercial confidentiality.  It can however be deduced 
from the figures presented on Black & Veatch’s slide 16: the predicted 1.58Mm3 increase in tidal prim would require the entire 
intertidal area of 263ha to be flooded to a depth of 0.6m (263 x 10^4 x 0.6 = 1.58Mm3), leaving no room in the equation for 
sedimentation (which would effectively reduce the depth of water).  The assumption is also clear from other sources, particularly the 
research by Dr. Jon French, which was commissioned by the Environment Agency in 1997 and from which the Black & Veatch 
model was developed.  French (2001, p 64) sets out the assumptions used in his modelling as follows:  

• saltmarsh surfaces assumed to track sea level rise exactly (not disputed, although these areas make up only a small proportion 
of the intertidal zone at present);   

• Angel mudflats assumed to have a constant rate of accumulation of 1.2 mm/yr;   

• Sandpit mudflats assumed to have a constant rate of accumulation of 0.6 mm/yr; and  

• Bulcamp mudflats (by far the most extensive area of inter-tidal sedimentation) assumed to have a net accumulation rate of 
zero (this despite his own measurements indicating rates of 3.3 to 9.1 mm/yr at Bulcamp East). 

The various lines of evidence presented in the following Chapter suggest that all of these assumptions substantially underestimate 
the true rates of net sediment deposition on the active mudflats. 
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3. Analysis of the Available Evidence 

Evidence for Historical Changes in Elevation 

3.1 One important line of evidence that provides clues as to the amount of sedimentation 
that has taken place over historical time is that relating to changes in elevation of the 
various marsh and mudflat surfaces.  Present day elevations are known in great detail 
from modern surveys and, especially, from the Environment Agency’s own LiDAR data. 
Historical elevations can often be obtained from historical Ordnance Survey maps but, 
in intertidal areas such as this there are insufficient data points to support any 
meaningful analysis.  There is, however, one very useful survey of marsh elevations, 
carried out by James Walker in 1840.  That survey provides details of elevations 
relative to the 6'6'' "Spring Tide", which we have taken to be the Mean High Water 
Springs (MHWS) level of 1840.  For practical reasons, it is likely that the elevations 
would have been measured relative to the height of the salt marsh in 1840, since that 
will have coincided with the MHWS level at that time (as the present day salt marsh 
does to the present MHWS, throughout the estuary – see Fig. 3.1 on page 10, below). 

3.2 In order to be able to compare the relative levels obtained by James Walker with 
present day elevations, the height of the MHWS in 1840 needs to be established, 
relative to that of the MHWS today.  This can be done using known rates of sea level 
rise (SLR) over the intervening period, obtained from the long term records from 
Lowestoft, a short distance along the coast.  Regression analysis of the mean annual 
sea level data from 1956 to 2004 gives an average rate of change (of mean sea level) 
of approximately 2.4mm/yr, over that period (see Appendix A, page 7).  This, however 
is likely to under-estimate the rate of change of MHWS levels, which has been shown 
at Vlissingen and Nieuwpoort on the coasts of Holland and Belgium to have increased 
at approximately 1.4mm/yr faster than the rate of change of mean sea levels over 100 
years of record (Van Cauwenberghe, 2000).  Since Suffolk has only 44% of the tidal 
range found at Vlissingen, we have assumed that a similar proportion of that 
differential increase (i.e. 0.6mm/yr) will apply here.  Taken together, this gives an 
average rate of change of MHWS of 3.0 mm/yr over 48 years of record7.   

3.3 In view of the uncertainties, other sources of evidence have also been examined: 
o The global average eustatic change in sea level, over the last hundred years, has 

averaged 1.8mm/yr (IPCC 2007); to this must be added the local isostatic 
adjustment for the Suffolk coast of around 0.8mm/yr to give 2.6mm/yr for mean 
sea level rise and 3.2mm/yr for MHWS rise; 

o From parish records, Southwold Town Marsh was embanked on the saltings in 
1630.  By 2003 (the date of the latest available LiDAR survey), the first riverward 
half of this marsh (excluding areas which may have been disturbed in the past by 
reed production and shallow excavations) is now at an elevation of - 0.28m OD 
(that is 1.38m below the present saltings/MHWS level).  Some of the difference in 
elevation (1380mm over 373 years) may have been due to shrinkage of the 
deposits since they were embanked, due primarily to desiccation (see footnotes 
on page 8, below).  This will apply mainly to material lying above the water table 
which, at its lowest, is likely to correspond to the MLWS level, at - 0.8mOD.  
Assuming a 10% drying shrinkage of the upper 0.52m of this largely inorganic 
sediment (= 52mm), this would give a corrected estimate for the rate of MHWS 
rise of 1328mm over 373 years, = 3.56mm/yr. 

                                                 
7 Black & Veatch (see Appendix A, page 8) have not allowed for the increasing tidal range, and have also assumed a much lower 
rate of mean sea level rise (1.5mm/yr) for the period before the Lowestoft records began (though there is no reason or source of 
information given for this).  As a consequence, their calculations for the historical levels of the various marshes are different to ours 
(see Table 3.1 below). 
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3.4 The three separate calculations outlined above provide a reasonable justification for 
assuming that the average rate of change in MHWS level for the Blyth Estuary over 
recent historical time has been in excess of 3.0mm/yr, with an arithmetic mean of the 
three figures of 3.25mm/yr.  That figure is therefore used here to calculate the MHWS 
‘datum’ used by James Walker in 1840 and, from that, the elevations of the various 
different marshes at that time and their differences compared to the 1998 survey and  
LiDAR data8 reported by French (2001). 

3.5 Over the 158 years between 1840 and 1998, this rate would have been responsible 
for a change in MHWS of 0.51m.  Given that MHWS now stands at 1.10m above the 
present Ordnance Datum, the MHWS (= saltings) elevation in 1840 is thus calculated 
to be 0.59m above the present-day Ordnance Datum.  Table 3.1, below, uses this 
elevation to calculate the levels (relative to present OD) of some of the main areas of 
marsh and tidal mudflats surveyed by Walker, and compares these with equivalent 
estimates obtained by others. 

 

Marsh elevations in 1840, relative to present OD, 
based on data from: 

Marsh Type 
Flood 

Compart-
ment 

James Walker 
marsh levels 

in 1840, 
relative to 

level of 
saltings in 

1840 
This Report *   

(m) 
Black & Veatch 

Presentation 
2006 (m) 

French 2001 
(m) 

Southwold 
Town reclaimed marsh FC2 -0.99 -0.4  No data -0.07 

Robinson's reclaimed marsh FC13 -0.76 -0.17 0.05 0.16 

Tinker's reclaimed marsh FC14 -0.53 0.06 0.28 0.39 

Reydon reclaimed marsh FC6 -1.07 -0.48   No data -0.15 

Bulcamp Old Active mudflat C' -0.69 -0.1 0.13 0.23 

Bulcamp New Active mudflat D' -0.91 -0.32 0.1 0.01 

Angel Active mudflat A' -0.62 -0.03 0.21 0.31 

Sandpit Active mudflat B' -0.76 -0.17 0.05 0.16 

Level of saltings in 1840  0.59 0.81 (implied) 0.92 (implied) 

Average SLR assumed (mm/yr) 3.25 
2.4 since 1960,  

1.5 pre 1960 
(gives 1.78 

weighted average) 
1.10 (implied) 

Table 3.1  Calculation of historical marsh elevations and comparison with data from previous studies. 
* Values calculated in this report are based on the assumption of an average SLR from 1840 to 1998 of 3.25 mm / yr 

3.6 Table 3.2, below, compares the calculated historical elevations from Table 3.1 with the 
1998 survey elevations, to give estimates of the change in elevation between the two 
dates.  Table 3.3 then derives average annual rates of elevation change from those 
figures. 

 

                                                 
8 The 1998 survey data is used here in preference to the more recent 2003 LiDAR data, simply to provide consistency with previous 
studies.  The actual elevations of individual mudflat  and march surfaces show significant variations but the 1998 average figures 
published previously by French (2001) have presumably already been accepted by the Environment Agency. 
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Total change in elevation, 1840 to 1998,  
based on data from: 

Marsh Type 
Flood 

Compart-
ment 

Elevations in 
1998, from 

French 2001  
(mOD) This Report   

(mm/yr) 
Black & Veatch 

Presentation 
2006 (mm/yr) 

French 2001 
(mm/yr) 

Southwold 
Town reclaimed marsh FC2 -0.15 0.25  No data  -0.08 

Robinson's reclaimed marsh FC13 0.02 0.19 -0.03 -0.14 

Tinker's reclaimed marsh FC14 0.03 -0.03 -0.25 -0.36 

Reydon reclaimed marsh FC6 -0.48 0   No data -0.33 

Bulcamp Old Active mudflat C' 0.25 0.35 0.12 0.02 

Bulcamp New Active mudflat D' 0.1 0.42 0 0.09 

Angel Active mudflat A' 0.5 0.53 0.29 0.19 

Sandpit Active mudflat B' 0.3 0.47 0.25 0.14 

Table 3.2  Calculation of historical changes in marsh elevations  
and comparison with data from previous studies. 

 

Average rate of change in elevation, 1840 to 1998, 
based on data from: 

Marsh Type 
Flood 

Compart-
ment 

Date of 
breaching / 

onset of 
frequent 

inundation* This Report   
(mm/yr) 

Black & Veatch 
Presentation 
2006 (mm/yr) 

French 2001 
(mm/yr) 

Southwold 
Town reclaimed marsh FC2 n/a 1.58   No data -0.51 

Robinson's reclaimed marsh FC13 n/a 1.20 -0.19 -0.89 

Tinker's reclaimed marsh FC14 n/a -0.19 -1.58 -2.28 

Reydon reclaimed marsh FC6 n/a 0.00  No data  -2.09 

Bulcamp Old Active mudflat C' 1940* 2.22 0.76 0.13 

Bulcamp New Active mudflat D' 1940* 2.66 0.00 0.57 

Angel Active mudflat A' 1940* 3.35 1.84 1.20 

Sandpit Active mudflat B' 1926* 2.97 1.58 0.89 

Table 3.3  Calculation of average historical rates change in marsh elevations, 1840 to 1998,  
and comparison with data from previous studies.   

* See below for discussion of the significance of the approximate dates of breaching. 
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3.7 In each of the foregoing tables an important distinction must be made between 
elevation changes on the areas of reclaimed marsh, where the lack of regular 
inundation prevents significant sedimentation and may allow some net shrinkage to 
take place9; and changes on the active mudflats which are subject to twice-daily tidal 
inundation and therefore sedimentation.  Our figures suggest that Tinkers and Reydon 
marshes have seen little or no change in elevation, whilst there may have been a small 
amount of sedimentation on the Southwold Town and Robinson’s marshes (though 
the differences here could equally be due to other factors, e.g. differences in the 
locations selected for measurement between the different surveys10).   

3.8 Our figures for the active mudflats all show significant increases in elevation, which we 
consider (particularly in the light of our other evidence, below), to be attributable to 
net sedimentation.  The previous surveys also show this, albeit with smaller increases.   

3.9 Irrespective of the calculated differences in absolute elevation, it is interesting to note 
that the relative heights of the active mudflats, compared to the height of the saltings, 
is similar now to the relative heights between them that were observed by Walker in 
1840 (see Table 3.4 below).  This clearly demonstrates that the mudflat elevations have 
increased in elevation at similar average rates to those of the saltings, and have 
therefore kept pace with the average rate of sea level rise (which directly controls 
saltings elevation) over a period of at least 158 years. This is a fundamentally 
important observation which immediately contradicts the notion of an increase in 
tidal prism as a consequence of sea level rise, at least on this estuary. 

 

Marsh Type Flood 
Compartment 

James Walker 
marsh levels in 
1840, relative to 
level of saltings 

in 1840 

1998 marsh 
levels, relative 

to level of 
saltings in 1998 

Southwold Town reclaimed marsh FC2 -0.99 -1.25 

Robinson's reclaimed marsh FC13 -0.76 -1.08 

Tinker's reclaimed marsh FC14 -0.53 -1.07 

Reydon reclaimed marsh FC6 -1.07 -1.58 

Bulcamp Old Active mudflat C' -0.69 -0.85 

Bulcamp New Active mudflat D' -0.91 -1.00 

Angel Active mudflat A' -0.62 -0.60 

Sandpit Active mudflat B' -0.76 -0.80 

Table 3.4  Comparison of marsh elevations  
relative to the height of saltings (=MHWS) in 1840 and in 1998.   

3.10 It must also be emphasised that the rates of change shown in Table 3.3 on what are 
now active mudflats are average rates over the period from 1840 to 1998 and that, for 

                                                 
9 There is likely to have been shrinkage, to different degrees, on all of the marsh surfaces. To understand the likely variations,  
shrinkage needs to be thought of as a combination of two separate processes:  
• Auto-compaction (consolidation) which is simply the gravitational effect of recent sediment squashing the water out of 

slightly older underlying sediment and compacting it.  This will be taking place on all of the marshes but will be higher, if 
anything, on the mudflats due to the constant delivery of more sediment with each tide (observed changes in elevation here 
will therefore represent a balance between deposition, erosion and compaction); and 

• Desiccation (drying) due to a combination of evaporation, transpiration and artificial drainage, including pumped drainage, in 
the case of Reydon marsh. This will obviously have been much greater on the reclaimed marshes (since they have been 
deliberately drained) but will largely have taken place within a few years or decades, at most, of their reclamation and 
drainage (between the 1740s and about 1815 – French, 2001, p43).  It is considered unlikely that very much, if any, 
desiccation shrinkage of the older, compacted and mainly inorganic sediments beneath the reclaimed marshes will have 
occurred since James Walker’s 1840 survey.   

10 Whilst such differences will also apply, to varying degrees, to all of the measurements, the 2003 LiDAR data suggests that there is 
rather more variation on the surface of the reclaimed marshes (e.g. because of former reed production and shallow excavations for 
maintaining embankments) than is the case on the general surface of active mudflats (excluding tidal creeks, ditches and channels). 
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most of this time, these areas were protected from frequent inundation (and thus from 
regular sedimentation) by flood defence embankments that have since been breached.  
This, in turn, implies that any sedimentation which has occurred in these areas in order 
to produce the observed increases in elevation has done so over a much shorter 
period of time.  Table 3.5, below, gives the approximate dates at which the defences 
were first breached, based on French (2001) and on additional local historical 
information gathered by Richard Steward of Walberswick.  In all cases these are the 
earliest indicated dates of breaching and it is understood that, in the case of Sandpit 
Marsh, for example, the 1926 breach was repaired in the 1930s only to be breached 
again in 1953.  Similarly, the other former reclaimed areas on Bulcamp and Angel 
marshes are stated by French (2001) to have been breached during the 1940s (1944 
for Bulcamp according to Steward).  They were fully abandoned after the 1953 tidal 
surge which devastated many of the coastal defences in Eastern England.   

 

Rate of net vertical accretion 
implied by observed changes in 

elevation over the period: Marsh Type Flood 
Compartment 

Date of 
breaching / 

onset of 
frequent 

inundation* 1840-1998      
(mm/yr) 

Since 
breaching 

(mm/yr) 

Bulcamp Old Active mudflat C' 1944 2.22 6.48 

Bulcamp New Active mudflat D' 1944 2.66 7.78 

Angel Active mudflat A' 1944 3.35 9.81 

Sandpit Active mudflat B' 1926 2.97 6.53 

Table 3.5  Comparison of implied rates of net sedimentation on active mudflats for different 
time periods.  * See foregoing text for discussion on the approximate dates of breaching. 

3.11 It therefore seems likely that most of the net sedimentation that occurred on these old 
reclamations up to 1998 can be attributed to a period of up to 72 years (1926 – 1998) 
on Sandpit Marsh and up to around 54 years (1944 – 1998) on Angel and Bulcamp 
marshes.  Table 3.5 shows the resulting net rates of sedimentation implied.   

3.12 The increased rates of sedimentation shown in Table 3.5 for the period since 
breaching all exceed Defra’s current guidance of a future SLR of 6mm/yr for the East 
Anglian coast over the next 100 years11.  French (2006) has accepted that net rates of 
more than 6mm/yr are not implausible. The implication of this is that sedimentation 
within the Blyth Estuary is capable of out-pacing12 future rates of sea level rise, and 
thereby reducing, rather than increasing the tidal prism. 

3.13 As stated earlier, the foregoing calculations simply provide clues as to the possible 
magnitude of sedimentation in different parts of the estuary.  They are important 
because they are calculated in the same way as used previously by French (2001) and 
Black and Veatch (2006), albeit using a different, and (we believe) more justified rate 
of historical sea level rise.  They do not, however, provide any direct evidence of 
sedimentation, and therefore cannot be relied upon in isolation: they need to be 
corroborated by other lines of evidence, as discussed below.  

                                                 
11 the Environment Agency (www.essex-estuaries.co.uk/climate_change.htm) notes that "East Anglia is faced with a sea level rise of 
4.5mm/yr and an isostatic adjustment (sinking of the land) of 1.5mm/yr, giving what is called a relative sea level rise of 6mm/yr, for 
the East Anglian coast" 
12 It should be noted that, although rates of sedimentation on the saltmarshes are limited by the rise in MHWS itself (sediment 
cannot be deposited above the water), this limitation does not apply to the inter-tidal mudflats, where, providing there is sufficient 
sediment available to be deposited, higher rates of deposition can occur until the mudflats are eventually transformed into saltings.  
The fact that, from various different lines of evidence, higher rates of deposition have occurred since the reclamations were 
breached is prima facie evidence that there must be an adequate sediment supply. 
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Direct Evidence for Historical and Ongoing net Deposition of Sediment 

3.14 Direct evidence for historical sedimentation is conventionally obtained by means of 
core sampling and analysis.  None of the previous investigations by French, or by Black 
& Veatch have attempted to obtain such samples, although French & Burningham 
(2003, p6) note that the mudflats "typically exhibit a shallow, 0.1 to 0.3m layer of 
poorly consolidated mud underlain by compacted soils dating from the period of 
agricultural use".  This is discussed further below.  In the absence of core sampling by 
others, Richard Steward, with the help of local volunteers has independently obtained 
a number of cores using make-shift, but effective, sampling devices.  Richard’s 
sampling locations are shown in Figure 3.1 and a summary of his findings is presented 
in Table 3.6, below. 

 

 
Figure 3.1  Richard Steward’s Core Sampling Locations.   

Colour shading represents the elevation of all surfaces below 1.2m AOD, based on Environment Agency 
LiDAR data (2003).  The highest elevation unit shown corresponds to the areas of active saltmarsh. 

Mudflat Reference Easting Northing Depth of silt above 
former marsh surface (m) 

Bulcamp New RS1 647433 276165 0.99 

Bulcamp Old RS2 647842 276446 > 1.0 

Bulcamp Old RS3 647230 276370 0.84 

Sandpit RS4 645874 275668 > 1.0 

Bulcamp New RS5 647440 276153 0.86 

Bulcamp Old RS6 647507 276504 0.70 

Bulcamp Old RS7 647347 276436 0.80 

Bulcamp Old RS8 647129 276390 0.73 

Bulcamp Old RS9 646933 276308 0.61 

Bulcamp Old RS10 646777 276081 0.34 
Notes:-          
a) Cores RS1 to RS4 were made with a 32mm ID x 2m round aluminium tube, with 1.5mm wall. 

b) Cores RS5 to RS10 were made with a 47mm x 44mm ID x 2m box section aluminium tube, with a 3.4mm wall 

c) In cores RS2 and RS4, the former marsh surface was not encountered within 1m of the surface and is assumed to lie at greater depth 

e) Eastings and Northings obtained by GPS from as close as possible to the sampling location 

Table 3.6  Summary of Richard Steward’s Core Sampling Results.   
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3.15 All but two of the cores show significant accumulations of silt above what we interpret 
to be the former surface of reclaimed marsh, dating from the period of agricultural use 
immediately prior to breaching of the defences in the first half of the last century 
(equivalent to the compacted layer reported by French & Burningham, 2003).  The two 
remaining cores failed to reach the compacted layer within 1m of the surface.  
Samples of the former marsh surface, where retrieved, were generally marked by a thin 
layer of fibrous organic material underlain by more compact sediment.  Core RS1 was 
sent to Dr. Andy Cundy at the University of Brighton for 137Cs analysis.  Dr. Cundy’s 
findings are presented at Appendix B.   

3.16 Dr. Cundy’s report confirms the layer of organic material at the base of the sample 
(from a depth of 995mm), with a distinct peak of 137Cs activity some 4cm above this 
(at 955mm depth).  Dr Cundy speculates that this maximum may correlate either with 
the peak fallout from nuclear weapons testing in 1963, or to the maximum Sellafield 
discharges of 137Cs in 1974-1977.  More conclusively, he notes “the presence of 137Cs 
throughout the sampled depth, indicating deposition of ca. 1m of sediment since 1954 
(the date of first widespread release of 137Cs into the environment)”.    

3.17 Dr. Cundy’s observations, though not fully conclusive, do lend support to the notion of 
sedimentation above the compacted layer on the Bulcamp Old mudflat beginning 
shortly before 1954.  This is consistent with breaching of the old reclamations in 1944 
(originally) and more fully in 1953, as we had assumed in the analysis of historical 
levels, and therefore lends support to the general rates of deposition since breaching 
that are indicated in Table 3.5, above (i.e. 6.48 to 9.81mm/yr).  In fact, significantly 
higher rates of accumulation appear to be indicated in all of the core sampling 
locations, including those where the former marsh surface was not encountered (and 
therefore presumed to be at even greater depth).  Dr. Cundy indicated a rate of 
2cm/yr for the core that he inspected (based on the assumption of deposition 
beginning in 1954). Assuming, however, that deposition at all of these sites actually 
began a little earlier, in 1944, the depths of sediment above the former marsh layer 
indicate rates of accumulation (net deposition) of between 5.57 and more than 16.39 
mm/yr (see Table 3.7, below). 

Mudflat Reference Depth of silt above former 
marsh surface (m) 

Implied rate of net 
deposition since 

breaching  (mm/yr) 
Bulcamp New RS1 0.99 16.23 

Bulcamp Old RS2 > 1.0 >16.39 

Bulcamp Old RS3 0.84 13.77 

Sandpit RS4 > 1.0 >12.66 

Bulcamp New RS5 0.86 14.10 

Bulcamp Old RS6 0.70 11.48 

Bulcamp Old RS7 0.80 13.11 

Bulcamp Old RS8 0.73 11.97 

Bulcamp Old RS9 0.61 10.0 

Bulcamp Old RS10 0.34 5.57 

Notes:-          
a) The initial breaching on Bulcamp Marsh was in 1944, and rates of deposition have been calculated between this date and 2005 for all 
except RS4 on Sandpit Marsh, where sedimentation is assumed to have begun earlier, in 1926.  More extensive breaching occurred on 
both areas in 1953 and this may have accelerated the rate of deposition since that time, compared to the average rates shown. 
b) All of these sample locations are in relatively sheltered areas where rates of deposition may have been higher than on the central parts 
of the exposed mudflats.  This is probably why these rates are higher than the more general values indicated in Table 3.5, above. 

Table 3.7  Indicative rates of net sediment deposition (since breaching) from Core Samples.   
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3.18 The rates shown in Table 3.7 with are higher than, but overlap with, the short term 
elevation changes of 3.3 to 9.1 mm/yr obtained by French (2001, Figure 2.13), in the 
same general area (‘Bulcamp East’), over the period March 1997 to March 2001.  
Those results were obtained using a ‘Sedimentation-Erosion Table’ (SET) system – a 
removable instrument attached to fixed benchmark pipes driven 2 to 3 metres into the 
substrate.  Comparable or higher rates (from 3.5 to 11.8 mm/yr) were obtained, in that 
work, from areas of active saltmarsh in other parts of the estuary, and even higher 
rates (up to 13 mm/yr) were found in areas of pioneer marsh and reedbed.   

3.19 In commenting on those results, French (2001, p37) observed that “Sheltered sites 
….show significant vertical accumulation in excess of sea level rise.  More exposed sites 
show accumulation at a lower rate (though this rate is still in excess of current sea level 
rise).  Only one tidal flat site, in the Angel Marshes, appears to be accumulating at a rate 
insufficient to match sea level rise – but this site was only monitored over a 2-year 
period, and there is significant interannual variability in most of the tidal flat datasets”. 

3.20 Notwithstanding the limitations of short term measurements, these observations lend 
further credence to the rates of much longer-term net elevation change derived in 
Table 3.5, above, and are not entirely inconsistent with the rates of net accumulation 
suggested by Richard Steward’s core samples.  The fact that the latter are somewhat 
higher might be explained to some extent by the fact that they are measurements of 
net deposition (i.e. the balance between erosion and deposition), whereas both the 
short term SET measurements and the long term historical analysis are both 
measurements of net elevation change (which, as discussed earlier, is a balance 
between net deposition and shrinkage).  Having said that, auto-compaction of the 
post-breaching sediment column is effectively taken account of in the measurements 
sediment thickness, and the only element of shrinkage that is not taken account of in 
those measurements is that relating to the older, and already compacted underlying 
sediments which, as previously explained, is unlikely to be very significant. 

3.21 It may therefore be concluded from all of this that there is clear evidence for very 
substantial net deposition of sediment within at least some parts of the Blyth Estuary 
and that, even allowing for shrinkage (auto-compaction) of the accumulating 
sediments, this is occurring at a rate that is significantly greater than current rates of 
sea level rise. In the areas of core sampling, at least, the rates of accumulation would 
seem to be substantially in excess of both current and projected future rates of sea 
level rise, lending further support to the notion, expressed in para. 3.12, above, that 
the tidal prism can be expected to decrease rather than increase, in future years. 

Sediment Dynamics  

3.22 The foregoing section has focused on net deposition and net elevation changes within 
the estuary.  In terms of understanding whether or not the tidal prism is increasing or 
decreasing, and thus whether or not the existing defences are being subjected to ever 
increasing ‘stress’ (a key part of the rationale for the Agency’s current strategy), it is 
these net rates of change which are the most important. 

3.23 Black & Veatch (2006), however, have placed considerable reliance on the far more 
difficult (and less directly relevant) measurements of tidally-induced sediment flux, i.e. 
the balance between the quantities of sediment being transported into the estuary on 
each flood tide, and the quantities being transported out of the estuary on each ebb 
tide.  As well as being intrinsically difficult to measure within a complex estuary 
environment, these rates are inevitably highly variable from one period of time to 
another, depending on such things as tidal range (which varies throughout the year), 
sea conditions (which will affect the amount of sediment being delivered into the 
estuary) and local meteorological conditions in the estuary itself.  French (2001, pp43-
46) discusses sediment being re-suspended by wave action during windy conditions, 
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and refers to earlier observations by French CE et al (2000), of sedimentation under 
calm conditions, “punctuated by occasional episodes of erosion and sediment export 
under the influence of strong (especially southwesterly) winds and high spring tides”.  
French (2006) clarifies that “short term sediment export is clearly possible under such 
wind-driven events, and this offsets some of the tidally driven deposition”.  (In other 
words, French believes that deposition is the norm and that the export of sediment 
during occasional events offsets only some of that deposition, giving an expectation of 
net accumulation of sediment within the estuary). 

3.24 As noted earlier, French (2001) has also pointed out the “significant interannual 
variability” of deposition rates on the mudflats, reflecting the net effect of all of these 
and other influences. It follows from all of this that, in order to provide any kind of 
reliable indication of the net sediment flux within the estuary, any direct measurements 
of suspended sediment transport would need to be averaged over a long period of 
time – a minimum of 12 months and preferably several years.  Short term 
measurements, by contrast, will (at best) only be able to give a brief ‘snapshot’, and 
are most unlikely to be representative of the overall picture.  As such, they cannot be 
relied upon to indicate the likelihood or otherwise of long term net deposition. 

3.25 Despite the obvious shortcomings of doing so, as outlined above, Black and Veatch 
(2006) have, in fact, relied on a one month assessment of sediment fluxes within 
various parts of the estuary using an Acoustic Dopler Current Profiler (ADCP).  The 
ADCP device, as the name implies, provides indications of current velocities, and is 
able to record variations in these over time, in 15-minute intervals.  Indirectly, it is also 
able to provide what French (2001) describes as “semi-quantitative estimates” of 
suspended sediment concentration, based on the calibration of backscatter intensity 
(acoustic reflections from suspended sediment particles) against actual sediment 
concentrations in the water.  As confirmed by French (2006 – see para. 3.28, below), 
there are potentially large errors associated with this technique, which simply 
compound the difficulties outlined above). The findings, for what they are worth, 
ranged from an apparent net export of 62kg/m2 per month at the mouth of the 
estuary, to a net import of 24kg/m2 per month in the mid-estuary, alongside the 
Bulcamp tidal flats (Appendix A, pages 9 & 10).   

3.26 Quite apart from their other limitations, these particular figures are also directly 
influenced by the fact that there are spatial differences, within the estuary, between 
‘flood dominance’ (which tends to promote net deposition) in some areas, and ‘ebb 
dominance’ (which encourages net erosion) in others.  There is high ebb dominance at 
the harbour entrance, for example, where the harbour training arms restrict the river 
flow, producing a peak ebb of 1.83m/sec, (4.1mph or 3.6Kts) and a peak flood of 
0.95m/sec (2.1mph or 1.9Kts) (figures derived from Black & Veatch 2006, Slide 51).  
The high ebb velocity and high ebb to flood differential here help to keep the harbour 
entrance free from imported sand and shingle (and it was to create these conditions 
that the training arms were built).  By contrast, the mid-estuary ACDP results (at 
Reydon Quay, slide 53) show a 3% flood dominance (Peak flood 0.94m/sec and peak 
ebb 0.91m/sec (about 2.0mph or 1.8 Knots)13.  

                                                 
13 Although the sediment flux data obtained from the short term ADCP surveys are subject to considerable uncertainties, most of 
these relate to factors which affect sediment concentrations.  The indications of current velocities, on the other hand, should be 
much more reliable.  Interestingly, James Walker’s 1840 survey found “the maximum flood and ebb river velocities to be two miles 
per hour at Reydon Quay and, at the harbour entrance, four miles per hour for the ebb and two miles per hour for the flood”.  The 
fact that these are virtually identical to the velocities obtained from the ADCP survey disguises the changes that have taken place in 
the intervening years. There is likely to have been a sudden and dramatic increase in tidal prism immediately following the 
breaching of the old defences, and this will undoubtedly have led to increased scour within the constricted channel further 
downstream, deepening the channel by an estimated 0.5m towards the harbour mouth (R. Steward, pers. comm, 2007).  
Subsequently, there is likely to have been a progressive and gradual reduction in tidal prism, as sedimentation has subsequently 
taken place on the newly re-established mudflats.  This would be consistent with the observation by French & Burningham (2003, 
p12) that, between 1970 and 1997, erosion of the outer estuary marshes appears to have slowed markedly, and by the minuted 
opinions of three respected harbour users that “over the last thirty years, the river flow has noticeably slowed”. 
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3.27 These spatial variations in flow conditions partly explain the spatial differences in 
sediment flux derived from them but, for the reasons indicated above, the latter are 
subject to many other uncertainties.  Despite this, Black & Veatch appear to have used 
these findings, together with what we consider to be their flawed analysis of historical 
changes, to justify the assumption of zero inter-tidal sedimentation and thus a 
prediction of an increasing tidal prism. 

3.28 In our view this is a wholly inappropriate use of inadequate scientific data.  This view 
appears to be shared by French (2006) who states “As you will be aware, the errors 
associated with flux measurements of this kind are large and there are also specific issues 
associated with ADCP-derived sediment concentrations”.  Referring to his own, similar 
but longer-term ADCP study, which showed a net import rather than export of 
sediment, he goes on to say that “an apparent 2 x 103 t/yr import could just as easily be 
a 5 x 103 t/yr import, in which case the intertidal would be more or less keeping pace 
with rising sea level”.  It seems clear that the uncertainties here are such that ADCP 
data cannot possibly be used to justify the assumptions regarding sedimentation that 
currently underpin the 100-year strategy for the Blyth.   

3.29 At the very least, such a high level of uncertainty would normally necessitate 
‘sensitivity testing’ of the model, in order to investigate what the outcome would be if 
different assumptions (within the range of uncertainty) regarding rates of 
sedimentation were used.  Such testing, if carried out at all, has not been reported.  If it 
were to be carried out, we believe it would cast very serious doubt on the inevitability 
(as seen by the Environment Agency) of “increasing tidal velocities” which, as indicated 
in para. 2.4, above, have been central to the Agency’s decision-making process for the 
Blyth.  

Sediment Sources and Long Term Geomorphological Evolution 

3.30 Carbon dated marsh cores obtained by Brew et al (1992) show that over 14 metres of 
sediment have been deposited in the Blyth Estuary as sea level has risen over the last 
6,500 years.  Given the negligible supply of sediment from the River Blyth itself, 
McCave (1987) argues that this sediment must have been derived from the North Sea 
and, ultimately, from the erosion of the coastline further north – a process that is 
continuing.  If this sedimentation had not kept pace with sea level rise, whether 
because of a lack of supply or a lack of appropriate conditions for deposition within 
the estuary, the mouth of the River Blyth would by now be a deep water ria (drowned 
valley), rather than an estuary dominated by extensive, shallow mudflats.  The very 
existence of the mudflats and the depth of Holocene sediment beneath the marshes is, 
as noted earlier, therefore prima facie evidence that sediment is available and that the 
Blyth Estuary has been functioning as a net sediment sink, as suggested by McCave 
(1987), for many thousands of years. 

Geomorphological Evidence 

3.31 There is also more direct geomorphological evidence of sedimentation within the 
estuary in more recent (historical) time.  The LiDAR data shown in Figure 3.1, above, 
reveal the morphological details of the intertidal zone, as it was at the time of the 
survey in 2003.  Comparison of those details with large scale historical OS mapping 
shows that certain details of the field patterns which existed in the 19th and early 20th 
Centuries – particularly the former drainage ditches – can still be discerned in places, 
notably on Sandpit Marsh and parts of Bulcamp Old.  The comparison also reveals, 
however, that those ditches have been completely obliterated in other areas, 
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particularly on Angel Marsh and Bulcamp New, by the deposition of sediment14, and 
by the establishment of completely new tidal creeks across.  This is especially evident 
on Bulcamp New, where a natural, radial drainage pattern has largely replaced the 
former rectilinear ditches.  Elsewhere, particularly around Collins Island, to the south 
east of Angel Marsh, there is evidence of substantial lateral accretion of saltmarsh, 
estimated by Richard Steward to have been advancing at a rate of about 0.3m/yr since 
1840.  As noted earlier, saltmarsh develops at or close to the MHWS level and its 
lateral accretion must therefore be preceded by substantial vertical accumulation of 
sediment in order to reach that level.  

3.32 Both the long term and short term geomorphological evidence thus corroborates 
that obtained from sediment cores, from Dr. French’s SET measurements and from 
our analysis of historical elevation changes, in confirming that active deposition 
appears to be taking place on all of the mudflat surfaces within the Blyth Estuary.   

                                                 
14 Direct evidence for this kind of deposition is seen in more accessible parts of the estuary.  For example Andrew Hall, owner of 
Reydon Marsh reports that, “Wolsey Creek has filled with two metres of mud since its realignment in the mid 80s and the entrance to 
Buss Creek has filled with over three metres of mud since the river was sealed off in the early 60s”. 
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4. Conclusions and Recommendations 
4.1 As stated at the outset, the Blyth Estuary Group considers that the Environment 

Agency’s current strategy for the estuary is based on inadequate scientific evidence 
and on a flawed interpretation of that evidence.  The Group further considers that the 
implication of this is that the current strategy is in itself the wrong strategy for the Blyth 
and that, if it was implemented, it would have serious adverse environmental, social 
and economic impacts that ought to be avoided. 

4.2 The Environment Agency has made it clear, in a letter to John Gummer MP, that the 
process of selecting the currently preferred option (and more specifically of rejecting 
the ‘Hold the Line’ option) has been based, in part, on the assumption of progressively 
increasing stresses on the existing defences, associated with a postulated increase in 
tidal prism.  It is also clear, from presentations made by the Agency’s consultants, Black 
& Veatch, and from the earlier but closely related hydrodynamic modelling work 
carried out by Dr. Jon French, that the projected 63% increase in tidal prism is itself 
based on the assumption of little or no intertidal sedimentation within the Blyth 
Estuary. 

4.3 The review and analysis of available scientific evidence within Chapter 3 of this 
report has demonstrated that this is a seriously flawed assumption; that the tidal 
prism is likely to be decreasing rather than increasing; and that the justification for 
rejecting the “Hold the Line” option for Tinkers Marsh is therefore unsound. 

4.4 Excessive reliance has been placed, hitherto, on a one-month indirect assessment of 
suspended sediment fluxes from an Acoustic Dopler Current Profiler (ADCP) survey.  
Dr. French himself has noted the inadequate nature of such a short survey and also the 
substantial limitations of the accuracy of this technique.  It is difficult to understand 
why so much reliance has been placed on the results of that survey to inform the 
modelling of 100 years of future estuary evolution when, lying on the mudflats is a full 
historical record of at least 50 years of actual sedimentation. 

4.5 Richard Steward’s core sampling of those sediments, although carried out in a rather 
makeshift fashion, has provided clear evidence that substantial net deposition has 
taken place on the intertidal mudflats since the old reclamations were breached in the 
early to middle part of the last century.  The fact that such deposition has been taking 
place is corroborated by other sources of information, including both long and short 
term geomorphological evidence and Dr French’s direct SET measurements of short 
term elevation changes on the mudflats. 

4.6 Reliance has also been placed on historical elevation changes since the James Walker 
survey of 1840.  The analysis of those changes relies heavily on the rate of historical 
sea level rise that is used in the calculations.  We believe that the rates used by both 
Black & Veatch and by Dr. French are too low, resulting in a significant under-
estimation of sedimentation rates and unrealistic expectations of ongoing shrinkage on 
areas of long-reclaimed marsh.  More fundamentally, however, irrespective of the 
changes in absolute elevation, a direct comparison of the relative levels of mudflats 
and saltmarsh in 1840 with the relative levels in 1998 has revealed a remarkable 
similarity, demonstrating that, since the active salt marsh levels have clearly risen to 
keep pace with rising sea levels over that period, the mudflat levels must have risen at 
a similar average rate.  Whilst the saltmarsh deposition and growth will have 
proceeded more or less continuously throughout that period, deposition on the 
mudflats can only have taken place, to any significant degree, since the breaching of 
the old defences between 1926 and 1944.  It therefore follows that the actual rate of 
deposition on the mudflats must have been much greater than that on the saltings, and 
must therefore have greatly exceeded the rate of sea level rise over that period.  The 
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historical analysis thus provides further corroboration for the other findings outlined 
above.  

4.7 Although the precise rates of accumulation vary both spatially and from one analytical 
method to another, in all cases the rates appear to have been at least sufficient to have 
kept pace with historical sea level rise.  Moreover, there are several lines of evidence 
to suggest that sedimentation rates have actually been much higher.  The inescapable 
conclusion is that there is no justification for assuming that the tidal prism will 
increase in future years, thereby increasing the stresses on existing defences.  Rather, 
there is good evidence to suggest that it will reduce15 (providing, that is, there are no 
further breaches or realignments of those defences). 

4.8 In the context of a reducing tidal prism, the existing defences need no longer be 
considered as “unsustainable”.  They are, however, in urgent need of repair and 
ongoing maintenance to keep pace with the gradually rising sea level, but this is 
nothing new; it has always been the case.   

4.9 We therefore strongly recommend that the case for ‘Holding the Line’ is re-examined 
by the Environment Agency in the light of the evidence presented in this report.   

4.10 In doing so, we recommend that new independent evidence is obtained in order to 
quantify more robustly the rates of sedimentation that are taking place, and that the 
results, together with the evidence presented here, are fed into a revised assessment 
of future estuary evolution and tidal prism changes under each of the scenarios 
being considered.  Ideally, we suggest that the additional evidence should take the 
form of core sampling, analysis and dating by an independent University laboratory, 
and we would be happy to liaise with the Agency to develop an agreed specification 
for this work. 

4.11 If that is not done, at the very least we would recommend that sensitivity testing of the 
existing model is carried out, using alternative assumptions regarding rates of 
sedimentation on each of the mudflats, based on the data presented in this report. 

4.12 Whether or not any of that additional work is carried out, we consider that the 
evidence presented in this report alone is at least sufficient to say that the Hold the 
Line option is not so clear cut as was previously considered.  We therefore 
recommend that the Agency should look more closely at the relative costs and 
benefits of that option, and that this should include detailed consideration of 
alternative and potentially more “sustainable” methods of construction and 
maintenance (of the sort that were discussed at the meeting between the BEG and the 
Agency in Walberswick on 10th May 200716).  

4.13 Whilst all of this is being considered, we would highlight the importance and urgency 
of undertaking immediate repair and maintenance work to the existing defences on 
both Tinkers and Reydon Marshes which, if breached, would have serious adverse 
consequences.  As well as the threat to the internationally protected freshwater marsh 
habitat (in the case of Tinkers Marsh), the potential sudden increase in tidal prism that 
would result from the regular inundation of either or both of these marshes would 
undoubtedly lead to increased erosion downstream, which may threaten the 
economic viability of Southwold Harbour and its associated moorings and businesses. 

4.14 It is these economic and social as well as environmental consequences, whether 
caused deliberately as part of the preferred strategy or inadvertently, through inaction, 
which need to be (and can be) avoided. 

                                                 
15 At this stage, we have not provided an assessment of the scale of this reduction in tidal prism since, ideally, there first needs to be 
agreement on the rates of deposition on each of the mudflat areas.  That, we believe, ought to be supported by further evidence, in 
the form of professionally obtained and independently analysed and dated sediment cores. 
16 The river walls have historically been maintained against four centuries of sea level rise, by means of simple, low cost methods 
using local materials and local labour.  Further details can be provided by members of the Blyth Estuary Group. 
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Report on 137Cs analysis of Blyth estuary core. 
 

By Dr. Andy Cundy, Centre for Environmental Research, University of Sussex, 
Brighton. 

 
For: Richard Steward, Long Meadow, Stocks Lane, Walberswick. 

 
 
137Cs dating: rationale and methodology. 
 

137Cs (half-life = 30 years) is an artificially produced radionuclide, introduced to the study 
area by atmospheric fallout from nuclear weapons testing, discharges from coastal nuclear 
facilities (e.g. the Sellafield facility, with possible trace inputs from the COGEMA La Hague 
facility in northern France) and nuclear reactor accidents. Global dispersion of 137Cs began in 
AD 1954, with marked maxima in the deposition of 137Cs occurring in AD 1958, AD 1963 
(from nuclear weapons testing) and AD 1986 (from the Chernobyl accident).  The nuclear 
facility at Sellafield has discharged 137Cs into the Irish Sea since the 1950s, and prevailing 
marine currents transport this 137Cs past the north coast of Scotland and into the North Sea. 
Discharges of 137Cs from Sellafield peaked in 1974 – 1977, and have since been significantly 
reduced, particularly following installation of a new site ion exchange facility in the early 
1980s. In favourable conditions, periods of peak fallout/discharge provide subsurface activity 
maxima in accumulating sediments which can be used to derive rates of sediment 
accumulation (e.g. Ritchie et al., 1990; Cundy and Croudace, 1996).  
 
This report also outlines preliminary 210Pb data. 210Pb (half-life = 22.3 years) is a naturally-
produced radionuclide that has been extensively used in the dating of recent sediments. 
Dating is based on determination of the vertical distribution of 210Pb derived from 
atmospheric fallout (termed unsupported 210Pb, or 210Pbexcess), and the known decay rate of 
210Pb (see Appleby and Oldfield 1992 for further details of the 210Pb method).  
 
Core sub-samples were counted on a Canberra well-type ultra-low background HPGe 
gamma ray spectrometer to determine the activities of 137Cs, 210Pb and other gamma emitters. 
Spectra were analysed using the Genie 2000 system, and accumulated using a 16K channel 
integrated multichannel analyzer.  Energy and efficiency calibrations were carried out using 
bentonite clay spiked with a mixed gamma-emitting radionuclide standard, QCYK8163, and 
checked against an IAEA marine sediment certified reference material (IAEA 135). 
Detection limits depend on radionuclide gamma energy, count time and sample mass, but 
were typically ca. 15 Bq/kg for 210Pb, and 3 Bq/kg for 137Cs, for a 50,000 second count time. 
It should be noted that due to the rapid turnaround time required on these samples (3 days), 
count times for some samples were necessarily kept low, and so while 137Cs was determined 
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in all samples counted, 210Pb was only detected in those samples with longer count times, 
due to the low energy of its gamma emission line.    
 
Results – Blyth estuary mudflat core 
 

Sample no. Sample mass 
(g) 

210Pb 
(Bq/kg) 

Error 
(Bq/kg) 

137Cs 
(Bq/kg) 

Error 
(Bq/kg) 

214Pb 
(Bq/kg) 

Error 
(Bq/kg) 

Depth 
(mm) 

570 1.9 50.0 8.0 14.7 1.4 22.4 1.9 -575 
600 2.1 BLD  14.7 2.4   -605 
650 4.5 BLD  6.3 1.2 15.6 2.3 -655 
700 4.0 38.2 8.7 7.5 1.4 21.4 2.0 -705 
750 4.1 BLD  14.5 1.9 15.7 2.2 -755 
800 3.5 46.5 5.9 16.0 1.0 18.6 1.2 -805 
850 4.2 28.7 7.7 32.4 1.9 17.2 1.6 -855 
900 4.6 51.1 7.7 40.5 2.0 19.3 1.5 -905 
950 2.3 36.1 6.2 69.0 2.3 19.6 1.4 -955 
990 3.5 24.8 4.8 14.0 0.9 12.5 1.0 -995 

BLD = Below limit of detection – see note on short count times in the rationale and methodology section, above. 
 
 
 

Figure 1: 137Cs, 210Pb and 214Pb activity vs. depth, Blyth estuary core. 
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Interpretation: 
137Cs (figure 1) is present at appreciable activities throughout the sampled depth (NB. The 
top 560mm of the core was lost during retrieval), with a maximum activity of 41 Bq/kg at –
900mm depth. Whether this maximum correlates with the peak fallout from nuclear weapons 
testing in 1963, or to the maximum Sellafield discharges of 137Cs in 1974-1977, is not clear 
from present data, and more work on this is required (see recommendations below). If this 
peak in activity does correspond to either of these events, then a sediment accumulation rate 
in excess of ca. 2 cm/y is indicated. The same value can be determined based on the presence 
of 137Cs throughout the sampled depth, indicating deposition of ca. 1m of sediment since 
1954 (the date of first widespread release of 137Cs into the environment).  210Pb shows a 
broad decline with depth, albeit for a very limited number of data points.  The lowest activity 
(25 Bq/kg) occurs in the lowest sample, which is a peaty unit, most likely corresponding to 
the embanked marsh / reclamation surface flooded in 1944 (based on historical data). If this 
unit is indeed the reclamation surface, the presence of 137Cs in this unit indicates either some 
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mixing in of 137Cs-labelled sediment, or some downward migration of 137Cs. While it is 
difficult to date this core sequence using either 210Pb or 137Cs based on the limited number of 
data points analysed, and due to the loss of the upper section of the core during core 
retrieval, the 210Pb data, based on the simple model of 210Pb dating (and assuming a 
supported activity of 18 Bq/kg, estimated using the mean of the 214Pb activity), indicate a 
sediment accumulation rate of ca. 13 mm/y, although the errors on this rate are large due to 
the low number of data points. This shows broad agreement (at least in order of magnitude 
terms) with the 137C-derived rate above.  
 
Conclusion and recommendations. 
There is no evidence for long-term sediment erosion at this mudflat site - the radiometric 
data instead indicate a significant rate of net sediment accumulation. This rate is in the order 
of 2cm/y, although further sample analysis is required to fully constrain this value. The 
presence of a peat unit at –990mm depth is significant, and further investigation is warranted 
to accurately date this unit, since if it corresponds to a reclamation surface buried following 
barrier breaching in 1944, and is laterally-continuous, then it may act as a stratigraphic 
marker horizon which could be used to examine recent (i.e. post World War Two) sediment 
accumulation rates, and their variability, across the mudflats in this region.   
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